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With the aerospace industry booming, and modern materials advancing very rapidly the 
industry focus is on enhancing manufacturing methods to optimize results, reducing costs 
and maximizing productivity.

Straight to the Point with Exactaform  Drilling Solutions

Standard Point
The standard drill is a cost effective method for low batch 
parts with excellent hole quality. This drill has been 
designed for maximum rework-ability so that the drill 
can be reworked and reused in excess of 4-5 times.

Features
> Solid PCD tip for ultra-long life
> Geometry optimized to reduce chip size
> Excellent rework-ability, rapid response
> Polished flutes to aid swarf evacuation
> Available with combined countersink
> Available in sizes 02mm-025mm
> Available with plain or threaded shanks for ADU’s

PCD Drill Reamer 
A popular tool used by several major aerospace 
companies for CFRP drilling where high volume 
production is required. This patented design supersedes 
many traditional tooling designs with regards to 
productivity and longevity, especially in modern materials 
which are renowned for abrasiveness and delamination. 

Features
> Optimized placement of PCD to maximize hole quality
> 4 flutes reduce chip load and increase tool life
> Dagger style geometry eliminates delamination
> Spiral flute aids chip evacuation

8 Facet Drill 
Ideally suited for aerospace materials, this drill generates 
low thrust force preventing delamination and burst out. This 
tool can drill both CFRP and Aluminium, and with excellent 
swarf evacuation maintains an excellent hole surface finish.

Features
> Solid PCD tip for ultra-long life
> Optimum geometry for Aerospace applications
> Exits without delamination from CFRP or CFRP stacks
> Excellent rework-ability, rapid response
> Excellent diameter Cp in all stack configurations
> Polished flutes to aid swarf evacuations
> Available with geometry to suit stack type

PCD Carbon Drill/Countersink 
The answer to automated drilling; combining the latest 
technology patented drill reamer drastically improving 
productivity rates and decreasing project costs. The straight 
flute drill/reamer/countersink boasts 4 flutes consisting of 
a combination of materials and cutting edges. The ultimate 
one shot operation in the most challenging of materials.

Features
>  An automated solution, combining drill/reamer/

countersink for optimized productivity
>  Specially designed geometry for CFRP machining
>  Dagger style point eliminates delamination
>  4 flute drilling reduces the chip load per tooth

Material Recommended Cutting Data

CFRP Feed rate 0.001”/rev

Aluminium Feed rate 0.006”/rev

Material Recommended Cutting Data

CFRP Feed rate 0.002”/rev

Material Recommended Cutting Data

CFRP Feed rate 0.002”/rev

Material Recommended Cutting Data

CFRP Feed rate 0.0014”/rev

CFRP/Aluminium Feed rate 0.0014”/rev

We aim to make you more productive, more competitive and more profitable.
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All geometries can be 
designed and tailored 
for each application 
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Traditionally there has been little 
competition from drill manufactures in 
terms of hole quality and productivity 
when it comes to CFRP/stack 
drilling. This has enabled veined tool 
manufactures to dictate the market.

Exactaform has now launched its 
unrivalled range of solid PCD drills, 
with a point geometry to suit every 
application. These drills can be made 
in small or large quantities, with 
maximum cost savings from re-work. 

Everyone is searching for the one shot 
solution! With a patented drill, reamer and 
countersink combined into a single PCD 
cutting tool your productivity will soar.

Not only will you save money on 
tooling and time on tool changes, your 
productivity will be noticeably improved 
as the modern day tool can be pushed 
faster, and for longer than ever before.

Several large aerospace customers 
have already benefited from a reduced 
concession rate since using Exactaform’s 
combination drill/countersink.

Vein PCD Drill Vs Solid PCD Drill

Traditional Hole making Vs PCD Drill/Ream/Countersink

Vein PCD Drill Solid PCD Drill

Good hole quality Good hole quality

Rework up to 3 times Rework up to 6 times

Cost: $1.30 per hole Cost: $0.44 per hole

Traditional Manufacturing Method Modern Day Manufacturing Method

Cycle time: 54 seconds per hole Cycle time: 8 second per hole

Cost: $2.30 per hole Cost: $0.79 per hole

Tool longevity: 50 holes Tool longevity: 600 holes
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